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Abstract 
We synthesized powders of single-phase solid solutions Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 (x = 0.00, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40) by a 
precipitation technique from nitrate aqueous solutions. The lattice parameters increase linearly as the barium content 
increases. We recorded a significant increase in the X-ray luminescence intensity of europium at increasing barium content. 
Upon increasing barium content, the intensity of the luminescence of strong 5D0 → 7F1 band increases exponentially, and 
we observed blue and red shifts in the position of the europium luminescence bands for 5D0 → 7F1 and 5D0 → 7F4, respectively. 
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1. Introduction
A new direction in diamond photonics is the 

incorporation of rare-earth elements into the 
diamond crystal lattice in such a way as to form 
a luminescent center with luminescence bands 
of the incorporated ion. To date, there are two 
main technological approaches. The first one 
is the use of precursors (both inorganic and 
organic) obtained by chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) or high pressure-high temperature 
(HPHT) methods [1–5]. The second method is 
the incorporation of nanoparticles of the target 
composition and their physical encapsulation 
inside the diamond using the CVD method [6]. 
The second approach shows the most intense 
luminescence. This is due to the fact that the 
incorporated target substances have rigorously 
selected functional compositions. Europium is 
used as a luminescent ion in most of the studies, 
since it is a probe element that allows both to 
detect the local environment and control its 
change, and to detect the reduction processes 
due to the possibility of the Eu3+→Eu2+ transition. 
So far, Eu2O3 [2], CeF3 [7], HoF3 [8], EuF3 [9], 
and b-NaGdF4:Eu [10] have been successfully 
incorporated to diamond. To interpret the 
luminescence response reliably, it is necessary 
to achieve the highest luminescence intensity 
from the designed composite material. For this 
purpose, it is necessary to select a luminophore 
composition that does not exhibit concentration 
quenching or polymorphic transformations 
at the high temperatures of the nanoparticle 
incorporation process. Fluorides of alkaline-
earth elements [11, 12] are effective thermally 
stable luminescent matrices with a wide range 
of doping with rare earth elements. They do 
not exhibit polymorphic transformations up to 
the melting point. To prepare fluoride powders, 
various synthesis methods are used, such as 
mechanochemistry, combustion, fluoroacetate 
decomposition, solvothermal and hydrothermal 
techniques, as well as co-precipitation from 
aqueous solutions, which allows obtaining large 
batches of powders [13–17]. In the series of 
CaF2→SrF2→BaF2 difluorides having the same 
structural type, the energy of matrix phonons 
decreases [18]. This may lead to an increase in 
the luminescence light output by preventing 
multiphonon relaxation. Solid solutions based 
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on barium fluoride and rare earth elements are 
not synthesized by solution-based techniques. 
This is why the main attention is focused 
on the strontium f luoride matrix. In the 
literature, there is a large amount of data on the 
photoluminescent characteristics of europium 
[19–24]. Drobysheva et al. [25] determined that 
the optimal concentrations for SrF2:Eu solid 
solutions are 7.5 and 15.0 mol. % Eu when excited 
by X-ray tubes with tungsten and silver anodes, 
respectively. An increase in the luminescence 
intensity can be achieved by reducing the 
phonon energy of the matrix through replacing 
the matrix cation with a heavier one. In the case 
of the strontium fluoride matrix, it is barium 
fluoride. 

The aim of the study was to test the approach 
of increasing the luminescence intensity of 
europium by making the matrix heavier in the 
concentration series of Sr1–xBaxF2:Eu (7.5 mol. %) 
at a variable barium content.

2. Experimental 
Initial reagents. The initial substances were: 

Sr(NO3)2 (99.99 %, Lanhit), Ba(NO3)2 (99.99 %, 
Vekton), Eu(NO3)3·6H2O (99.99 %, Lanhit), NH4F 
(chemically pure, Lanhit), and bidistilled water 
of our own production. We did not further purify 
the reagents.

Synthesis methodology. By precipitation 
from aqueous solutions, we synthesized a 
concentration series of Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 solid 
solution powders (x = 0.00, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 
and 0.40) by equation (1).
(0.925 – x)Sr(NO3)2 + xBa(NO3)2 + 
0.075Eu(NO3)3·6H2O + 2.075NH4F →  (1) 
→ Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 + 2.075NH4NO3 + 
0.45H2O.

The powders were synthesized by the 
dropwise addition of nitrate solution (С = 
0.08 M) into a polypropylene reactor with 
ammonium fluoride solution (0.16  M, 7% 
excess). The resulting suspension was stirred 
using a magnetic mixer for 2 hours. After 
sedimentation of the precipitate, the mother 
solution was decanted, and the precipitate 
was washed with a 0.5 % ammonium fluoride 
solution. The efficiency of nitrate ion washing 
out was controlled by qualitative reaction with 
diphenylamine. The washed precipitate was air-
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dried at 45 °C. High-temperature treatment was 
carried out in platinum crucibles at 600 °C for 
1 hour at a heating rate of 10 °/min.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a 
Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with CuKa 
radiation (l = 1.5406 Å). The lattice parameters 
(a) and coherent scattering regions (D) were 
calculated in TOPAS (Rwp<7).

The X-ray luminescence spectra of single-
phase powders were recorded at room temperature 
on an FSD-10 minispectrometer (JSC Optofiber) 
in the range of 200–1100 nm with a resolution 
of 1 nm under excitation by an X-ray tube with a 
chromium anode operating at 30 kV and 30 mA.

3. Results of synthesis  
of Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 solid solutions

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the 
Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 solid solution samples with 
the molar fraction of barium of 0.00, 0.20, 0.25, 
0.30, 0.35, and 0.40, air-dried at 45 °C and heat-
treated at 600 °C are shown in Fig. 1a. Annealing 
at 600 °C is necessary to dehydrate the powders 
and increase the luminescence intensity by 
removing the hydroxyl ion that quenches the 
luminescence. 

The X-ray diffraction analysis showed that 
the synthesis of the solid solutions resulted 
in the formation of single-phase powders of 
fluorite structure (JCPDS# 06-0262, a = 5.800 
Å for SrF2), but with a shifted position of X-ray 
reflections. This indicates a change in lattice 
parameters proportional to the amount of BaF2 
doping component. The process is followed by 
the incorporation of additional fluorine ions for 
electrostatic compensation and the formation 
of clusters such as REE6F36 (REE are rare-earth 
elements). The results of calculating the lattice 
parameters are summarized in Table 1 and 
presented in Fig. 2. The X-ray reflections are 
highly broadened, indicating the synthesis of 
nanoscale substances (Table 1). The size of the 
coherent scattering regions D was about 16–18 
nm. The synthesized powders were heat-treated 
at 600 °C in order to dehydrate them. The process 
temperature was chosen based on literature 
review. The X-ray diffraction patterns of the heat-
treated samples are provided in Fig. 1b. Comparing 
the X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples, we 
revealed a narrowing of the X-ray reflections. This 
indicates an increase in the coherent scattering 
region by several times and an increase in the 

                                                    a                                                                                           b
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 solid solutions: a – after drying in air at temperature 
of 45 °C, b – after heat treatment at temperature of 600 °C
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particle size, which is confirmed by the calculation 
(Table 1). The calculated lattice parameters are 
described by the linear equation a = 5.794 + 0.003x 
(x = mol.% BaF2) (R

2 = 0.999) (Fig. 2). They are 
slightly lower, which confirms the dehydration 
process during heat treatment (Table 1). 

The X-ray luminescence spectra of single-phase 
solid solution samples of Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 
after heat treatment at 600 °C are shown in 
Fig. 3. The luminescence spectra show trivalent 
europium luminescence bands with maxima at 
590 nm, 617 nm, and 698 nm, corresponding to 
the 5D0 → 7Fi transitions (i = 1,2,4). The barium-
free composition has a band of divalent europium. 

Analysis of the X-ray luminescence spectra 
revealed that the intensity of the europium 
luminescence bands increases with increasing 
barium content (5D0 → 7F1 with a maximum 
around 590 nm and 5D0 → 7F4 with a maximum 
around 698 nm). The increase in the intensity of 
the 5D0 → 7F2 band is less significant. This band 

is complex and consists of several components, 
whose intensity varies as the barium content 
increases. When the barium content increases, 
the 5D0 → 7F1 luminescence band undergoes 
a blue shift, and 5D0 → 7F4 undergoes a red 
shift of the maximum. The intensity of the 
5D0 → 7F1 luminescence band increases with 
increasing barium content (Fig. 4) according to 
the exponential function I = 24445 + 230e(10x) with 
approximation reliability criterion (R2 = 0.99227).

4. Conclusions 
Powders of single-phase solid solutions of 

Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 (x = 0.00, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 
0.35, and 0.40) were synthesized by precipitation 
from nitrate aqueous solutions using ammonium 
fluoride as a fluorinating agent. The lattice 
parameters of the samples after heat treatment at 
45 °C and 600 °C increased linearly with increasing 
barium content. After heat treatment at 600 °C, 
the coherent scattering region increased from 16–

Table 1. Lattice parameters of Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 solid solutions

Sample composition
Heat treatment

45 °С 600 °С
a, Å D, nm a, Å D, nm

Sr0.925Eu0.075F2.075 5.800(1) 14(1) 5.793(1) 77(1)
Sr0.725Ba0.200Eu0.075F2.075 5.869(1) 18(1) 5.859(1) 103(4)
Sr0.675Ba0.250Eu0.075F2.075 5.885(3) 15(1) 5.875(1) 65(5)
Sr0.625Ba0.300Eu0.075F2.075 5.901(1) 17(1) 5.889(1) 89(5)
Sr0.575Ba0.350Eu0.075F2.075 5.915(1) 16(1) 5.905(1) 70(8)
Sr0.525Ba0.400Eu0.075F2.075 5.930(1) 16(1) 5.921(1) 100(6)

Fig. 2. Dependence of the lattice parameters of the 
Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 solid solution on the Ba content

Fig. 3. Luminescence spectra of Sr0.925–xBaxEu0.075F2.075 
solid solutions
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18 nm to 70–103 nm. We recorded a significant 
increase in the X-ray luminescence intensity of 
europium for 5D0 → 7F1 with a maximum around 
590 nm and 5D0 → 7F4 with a maximum around 
698 nm at constant europium concentration 
and increasing barium content. The intensity 
of the 5D0 → 7F1 luminescence band increased 
with increasing barium content according to the 
exponential function I = 24445+230e10x. Upon 
the increase in barium content, we observed blue 
and red shifts in the position of the europium 
luminescence bands for 5D0 → 7F1 and 5D0 → 7F4, 
respectively. 
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